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REVIEWS 
workers - subcontracting, decline of wages and working conditions, and the rise of 
part-time over full-time employment. 
How labour unrest is carried on out on the picket line is paramount in Ian Nagy's 
'Labor strife and carnival symbolism', which applies Bahktin's theories about lan-
guage and spectacle to strike action and protest methods, primarily in the newspaper 
and media industry. Further, in 'Neo-Liberalism and its impact in the telecommunica-
tions industry', the final entry in this fine collection, Sid Schniad, a research director of 
the Canadian Telecommunications Workers Union (TWU), describes the internecine 
struggle between the TWU and a fellow union when Telus (the giant telecom corpora-
tion that benefited greatly from neo-liberalism) merged with B.C. Tel. 
The main strength of Knowledge Workers in the Information Society is the breadth of 
subjects and variety of methodological inquiry, and, although this is a joint effort, 
Canadian communication 'eminence grise' Vincent Mosco's hand, as editor and au-
thor, is very apparent. He and fellow editor McKercher have undertaken a much-
appreciated project that I hope will continue. 
Martin Ridley Dowding 
Communication Studies 
Wilfrid Laurier University, Waterloo, Ontario 
Kiran Prasad (ed) 
Women, Globalisation and Mass Media: International Facets of Emancipation 
The W o m e n Press, Delhi, 2006, 277pp 
Kiran Prasad has a made a prolific contribution to research in women's studies, com-
munications and development studies, and although this edited collection is not a 
rigorous engagement with key debates in those fields, it does provide a basic intro-
duction for undergraduate students to understand the place of women in a globalised 
and mass mediated world. 
The book aims to 'expand the study of women's movements in the light of global 
media and new communication technologies' (p.v) across a range of nations. The 11 
chapters broadly scope the experiences of women in South and South East Asia 
(India, Pakistan, China, Thailand and Malaysia), Sub-Sahara Africa, the Middle East, 
Japan and Europe. Processes of globalisation and the mass media are viewed through 
a lens of women's emancipation, and Prasad suggests that tradition and cultural 
stereotypes are being alleviated and that women are breaking through 'the glass 
ceiling through innovative strategies and fresh insights into the direction of the wom-
en's movement' (p.v). The contributors attempt to make clear the benefits of 
globalisation for the emancipation of women across various sectors, including, but 
not limited to, education, politics, health and the media. Al l are keenly aware of how 
traditional cultural stereotypes are still with us, particularly stereotypes of Third World 
women, and how these stereotypes are facilitated by globalisation processes. 
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REVIEWS 
In her introduction, Prasad argues that in the developing world globalisation is 
perceived as 'a project of modernity leading changes in women's roles which occur 
under rigid patriarchal attitudes and social structures' (p.5). However, globalisation 
has of course also posed difficulties for Third World women, relegating tradition and 
domesticity to the realm of pre-modern and local. Nevertheless, contributors Xu 
Xiaoge and Lang Juan say women in China are trying to strike a balance between 
modernity and tradition. They suggest that in China a growing awareness of media 
has enabled women to demand reforms in traditional practices and laws, thus eman-
cipating their lives. 
The introduction alerts the reader that the editor has indeed found it difficult to 
clearly explain how the chapters illuminate or respond to key issues, or how they may 
interact with each other. A scholarly book that undertakes to explore this wide topic 
must do more than just detail women's experiences in a particular country to be 
useful. Moreover, most chapters do not develop a strong argument. Chapter 11, by 
Hermann Gruenwald and Le Gruenwald, is a case in point, spending 21 pages listing 87 
women-friendly activist websites, each with a paragraph that reads as if it was cut and 
pasted from its website's 'about us' page. The chapter does provide a concise litera-
ture review about women and the internet, listing some key scholarly texts in the 
area, including Dale Spender's Nattering on the Net, but again it is a list and never 
details the book's main contribution to the field. 
As Prasad makes clear, it is true that there is a well-developed body of literature 
about globalisation debates, yet its effects on women are a more recent area of study. 
I don't think those general globalisation debates are thoroughly enough canvassed in 
Prasad's somewhat unstructured introduction to the book. If a collection is to move 
the debate in a new direction, it needs to provide a solid background to what has gone 
before. This gap is especially obvious in the lack of reflection about media processes 
and the idea of cultural imperialism and the well-known effects of homogeneity/het-
erogeneity. 
On this point Italian contributor Jacob Srampickal's penultimate chapter is the 
exception (as is a brief discussion in Chapter 5 by Ousa Biggins). Srampickal also gives 
plenty of space to detailing the effects on women of feminist movements. In spite of 
all that feminism has achieved for the welfare of many women, Western feminism 
has, he says, pursued equality with men which has led to women's preference for the 
traditional roles of men (like providing financial support and pursuit of career suc-
cess), leaving 'despised' those women dealing with issues in a domestic setting. This, 
of course, has been an age-old debate/criticism within feminism(s) and, while worthy 
of comment, needs a much more sophisticated analysis (and referencing) to truly 
move the debate on. His chapter then lists seven European women's movements that 
further 'equal opportunities', the wording making it clear that it is liberal feminism that 
is prioritised (not only in this chapter). This is a limiting perspective, not acknowl-
edged, which denies the plurality of feminism(s) and the plurality of its positions. 
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REVIEWS 
Srampickal concludes with some details about European women journalists' status in 
the news media, and the much-cited work of Margaret Gallagher gets priority even 
though this is a burgeoning field of study. Much more work has been done on gender 
and production that could have enhanced most of the chapters, including this one. 
David A . Williamson's chapter 'The promise of change, the persistence of ineq-
uity: Development, globalisation, mass media and women in Sub-Sahara Africa' is a 
bright light in this collection. I am very aware of the bias I may have in reading work 
from a 'first world' author, but to my mind it is the best-developed scholarly chapter in 
the book, especially considering the author is an American man writing about women 
in Africa. Williamson reviews some of the efforts being made to improve African 
women's lives and makes clear the advances being made 'by and on behalf of women 
in Africa, many taking advantage of the power and resources of various media, but 
their status lags behind men just as the region lags behind the world - and even the 
rest of the developing world' (p.185). His is a sensitive and rigorous articulation of the 
problems, and importantly the positives, of globalisation. 
Unlike Williamson's chapter, many of the other contributions never really do jus-
tice to any one particular issue, instead moving quickly through segments relating to 
globalisation and women's status. Nevertheless, in that respect the intent of the book 
is clear; the broad sweep approach provides an adequate introduction to various 
fields and provides a basic reference point for undergraduate students. 
Unfortunately, what detracts from some chapters is poor editing. Prasad's author 
details are listed twice in the contributor's biographies, the structure and grammar of 
some chapters is poor, and the referencing style throughout the book varies. 
The book has succeeded in collecting information from a range of disciplines 
about globalisation, feminism and mass media and bringing them together at a 
basic level. 
Louise C. North 
Senior Lecturer and Deputy Head of Journalism 
Monash University, Australia 
Nico Carpent ier (ed) 
Culture, Trauma, and Conflict 
Cambr idge Scholars Publishing, 2007, 296pp 
In Culture, Trauma, and Conflict, editor Nico Carpentier provides readers with a wide-
ranging series of essays directed toward understanding the role of media and culture 
as they are related to conflict and especially trauma. Sometimes tenuously linked to 
one another, these essays, steeped in the cultural studies tradition, address the inter-
play of trauma, culture and lived experience in the mediated age. The topics brought 
to bear in this volume illustrate the importance of the lived experience of trauma and 
the enduring nature of traumatic experiences. 
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